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Introduction
The PS/2 auxiliary device interface is an established standard in the personal computer industry. It is used for the attachment of peripherals to the computer such as a keyboard, mouse, joystick, etc. In recent years, the Universal Serial Bus (USB) standard has been developed in an attempt to address the shortcomings of PS/2 and other common desktop computer electrical interfaces, including limited bandwidth, data integrity and the limitation of a single slave device per port. USB addresses bandwidth limitations by offering 1.5Mbit (low speed) and 12Mbit (full speed) serial data transfer rates. USB provides several levels of data integrity validation, including cyclic redundancy code (CRC) checking, and defines procedures for failed-transfer recovery. In addition, the USB architecture provides for the connection of up to 127 devices on a single root hub. While the USB standard has been embraced by the computer industry, and is now included by default on most desktop motherboards produced for sale, there remains a large installed base of computers and operating system software which do not yet support USB. This application note address the design of a keyboard that supports both the USB and PS/2 interfaces using the Cypress Semiconductor single-chip CY7C63413 USB microcontroller.

This application note starts by addressing the basic requirements for key-scan and other interface-independent keyboard functionality, followed by an introduction to the CY7C63413 USB controller. A schematic of the Dual-Interface keyboard and its connection details can be found in the Hardware Implementation Section.

The software section describes the architecture of the firmware required to implement the keyboard function. The source code of the demonstration keyboard firmware is available with the Cypress CY3651 Development Kit. Please contact your local Cypress Sales Office for details.

This application note assumes that the reader is reasonably familiar with the CY7C63413 USB controller, the Universal Serial Bus and the PS/2 device interface. The CY7C63413 data sheet is available from the Cypress web site at http://www.cypress.com. USB documentation can be found at the USB Implementers Forum web site at http://www.usb.org/. Information regarding the PS/2 keyboard interface can be found in IBM publication 84F9735, IBM Personal System/2 Hardware Technical Reference – Common Interfaces, which may be purchased directly from IBM.

Keyboard Basics
Key Switches and Scan Matrix
A computer keyboard typically has between 101 and 104 keys that are uniquely positioned in a scan matrix. The scan matrix consists of M rows and N columns, all of which are electrically isolated from each other. The number of rows (M) is typically no greater than 8, and the number of columns (N) is no greater than 20. Each key sits over two isolated contacts of its corresponding row and column in the scan matrix. When a key is pressed, the two contacts are shorted together, and the row and column of the key are electrically connected (Figure 1).
Intelligent Controller
The typical computer keyboard contains an embedded controller that performs the necessary functions to scan the key matrix and implement the communication interface to the host computer. The essential task of the controller is to monitor the keys and report key presses and/or releases to the host computer. The basic key-matrix scanning approach is, for the most part, independent of the host communications interface.

Basic Key Matrix Scanning
The controller continuously imposes a sequential scan pattern onto the column lines of the key matrix, such that a logic 0 is imposed on one column line at a time, with all other column lines at logic 1. The controller reads the row lines each time a new column pattern is applied. If a 0 is propagated to a row line, then the key at the intersection of that column and row has been pressed. See Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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Host Interface Cable
A PS/2 keyboard is connected to the main computer through a shielded PS/2 cable that typically contains 4 wires carrying signals Vcc, GND, Clock, and Data. A shield drain wire is typically also provided. The USB cable is also a shielded cable containing four conductors: Vcc, GND, Data+ and Data-. For the purpose of implementing a dual-interface keyboard, the electrical requirements of the USB interface are more stringent than those of PS/2. For that reason, the interface cable used in the dual-interface implementation should meet all requirements for low-speed USB.

Introduction to CY7C63413
The CY7C63413 is a high performance 8-bit RISC microcontroller with an integrated USB Serial Interface Engine (SIE). The architecture implements 37 commands that are optimized for USB applications. The CY7C63413 has a built-in clock oscillator and timers, as well as general purpose I/O lines that can be configured as resistive with internal pull-ups, open-drain outputs, or traditional CMOS outputs. High performance, low-cost human-interface type computer peripherals such as a keypad or keyboard can be implemented with minimum external components and firmware effort.

In addition, the CY7C63413’s microcontroller is capable of performing all functions necessary to implement a PS/2 interface to a host computer. In this case, the USB functions of the chip are unused, and the RAM and I/O normally dedicated to USB tasks are available for general use.

Clock Circuit
The CY7C63413 has a built-in clock oscillator and PLL-based frequency doubler. This circuit allows a cost effective 6 MHz ceramic resonator to be used externally while the on-chip RISC core runs at 12 MHz.

USB Serial Interface Engine (SIE)
The operation of the SIE is totally transparent to the user. In receive mode, USB packet decode and data transfer to the endpoint FIFO are automatically done by the SIE. The SIE then generates an interrupt to invoke the service routine after a packet is unpacked.

In the transmit mode, data transfer from the endpoint and the assembly of the USB packet are handled automatically by the SIE.

General Purpose I/O
The CY7C63413 has 32 general purpose I/O lines divided into 4 ports: Port 0 through Port 3. One such I/O circuit is shown in Figure 4. Each port (8 bits) can be configured as resistive with internal pull-ups (7 KΩ), open drain outputs (high impedance inputs), or traditional CMOS outputs. The port configuration is determined according to Table 1 below.

Table 1. GPIO Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Driver Mode</th>
<th>Interrupt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


The table below shows the configuration options for the Interrupt Bit Polarity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration Bits</th>
<th>Interrupt Bit</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Resistive -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CMOS Output disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CMOS Input disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Open Drain -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Open Drain +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ports 0 to 2 offer low current drive with a typical current sink capability of 7 mA. Port 3 offers higher current drive, with a typical current sink of 12 mA which can be used to drive LEDs.

Each General Purpose I/O (GPIO) is capable of generating an interrupt to the RISC core. Interrupt polarity is selectable on a per port basis using the GPIO Configuration Register (see Table 1 above.) Selecting a negative polarity (“-”) will cause falling edges to trigger an interrupt, while a positive polarity (“+”) selects rising edges as triggers. The interrupt triggered by a GPIO line is individually enabled by a dedicated bit in the Interrupt Enable Register. All GPIO interrupts are further masked by the Global GPIO Interrupt Enable Bit in the Global Interrupt Enable Register.

The GPIO Configuration Register is located at I/O address 0x08. The Data Registers are located at I/O addresses 0x00 to 0x03 for Port 0 to Port 3 respectively.

**Power-up Mode**

The CY7C63413 offers 2 modes of operation after a power-on-reset (POR) event: suspend-on-reset (typical for a USB application) and run-on-reset (typical for a PS/2 application). The suspend-on-reset mode is selected by attaching a pull-up resistor (100K to 470K Ω) to Vcc on Bit 7 of GPIO Port 3. The run-on-reset mode is selected by attaching a pull-down resistor (0 to 470K Ω) to ground on Bit 7 of GPIO Port 3. See Figure 5 and Figure 6.

![Figure 1. One General Purpose I/O Line](image)
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Hardware Implementation

Figure 8 is the schematic for a dual-interface keyboard application. This design may be used to implement a USB-only keyboard, a dual-interface (USB and PS/2) keyboard, or a USB keyboard with the capability to support a slave PS/2 mouse. The latter design is the subject of Cypress Application Note XXXXX. The table in the lower left hand corner of the schematic Main Drawing shows what components are to be installed for the desired implementation.

Key Matrix and LEDs

Port 2 is configured as resistive (7 Kohm pull-ups to Vcc), and is connected to rows 0~7 of the scan matrix, providing support for up to 8 rows. Port 0, 1, and 3 are also configured as resistive. Ports 0 and 1 provide connection to key matrix columns 0 ~ 15, and columns 16 and 17 are serviced by Port 3 bits 4 and 5, providing support for up to 18 columns. For scan matrices with less than 8 rows or 18 columns, the unused port bits may be left unconnected. The cathodes of the three keyboard LEDs (Num Lock, Caps Lock, and Scroll Lock) are connected via current-limiting resistors R7, R8 and R9 to bits 0, 1 and 2 of Port 3, which can sink sufficient current to directly drive the LEDs. The LED anodes are connected directly to VCC. An LED is turned ON by the firmware writing a 0 to its corresponding port bit.

When no row or column bits are set to 0 by the firmware, all bits will be pulled to a logic ‘1’ by their internal 7K-ohm resistors. When, during key scanning, firmware drives any column bit to a logic ‘0’, the row bits corresponding to any closed keys on that column in the matrix will also be read as logic 0’s by the firmware. If no keys are closed on the activated column, all row bits will be read as logic 1’s by the firmware. See Figure 7. Each column in the matrix is scanned by writing its associated port bit to logic 0, holding all other column bits at logic 1, then interrogating the row inputs on port 2. A complete matrix scan consists of one scan for each column in the matrix.

Power-On Reset

Port 3, Bit 7 controls the POR mode of the CY7C63413 microcontroller. Depending upon the interface being implemented, this bit will be pulled either to VCC, invoking suspend-mode POR, or to GND, invoking run-mode POR. Suspend mode POR is used when the host interface is known to be USB. In this mode, the microcontroller goes immediately into a suspend state after power-on, until a USB Reset condition is detected on the D+/D- lines. Upon detection of this condition, the microcontroller institutes a 128uS delay, after which code execution begins.

In the case where the host interface is unknown to be USB, or where a USB Reset condition may not occur, run-mode POR is selected. In this mode, the microcontroller, upon detection of power, implements a 128mS delay for power and oscillator stabilization, after which code execution begins.

Microcontroller Clock

The microcontroller clock in the reference design is based on a 6 MHz ceramic resonator which is connected across the XTALI and XTALO pins of the microcontroller. The CY7C63413 includes internal DC biasing and crystal element load capacitance together with an inverting amplifier to implement an on-chip Colpitts-style inverting oscillator using the external crystal or resonator. This circuit is intended to operate using no other external components with crystals or resonators designed for a parallel-resonant load capacitance of 30pF. As the XTALI pin is a high-impedance node, the resonator or crystal component should be placed as physically close to the microcontroller as possible, and care should be taken in layout to avoid coupling of high-frequency signals onto this node. The 6MHz reference clock produced by the oscillator circuit is frequency doubled, using an on-chip phase-locked loop (PLL), to yield the 12MHz CPU instruction clock.

Power

The 5V Vcc and GND come directly from the host interface cable. Shield ground is also provided on the host connector. A 4.7uF tantalum capacitor, C3, provides bulk power supply bypass, and additional high-frequency bypass is provided by 0.1uF capacitor C2. Capacitor C4 provides an AC path between signal ground and shield ground, per the USB specification, and 10M-ohm resistor R10 is provided as a DC discharge path for C4 in the event that signal ground and shield ground become separated at the host.

Host Interface Connection

In the event that the host interface is known to be USB, jumper JP1 will be installed, connecting resistor R2 between the USB D- line and Vcc. The USB specification indicates that a 1.5K-ohm, 5% resistor be used between the D- line and a 3.0 ~ 3.6V DC rail for termination of a low-speed device. The reference design employs a 1%, 7.5K-ohm resistor between D- and
the nominal 5VDC rail. Cypress recommends this termination method as an alternative to the method described in the USB specification, as it yields compatible signal levels and does not require the use of a separate 3V regulator.

In the event that a dual-interface design is being implemented, JP1 is left open, and transistor Q1 is installed to allow firmware control over the USB pullup resistor via Bit 3 of Port 3. On power-up, port pin 3.3 is high impedance, and resistor R11 guarantees that Q1 is turned OFF, disconnecting pullup R2 from the rail. Once the firmware determines the type of host interface to be implemented, it may enable the pullup, or leave it disabled, by controlling Q1 as necessary. In the event that a PS/2 interface is selected, the device relies on the host’s pullup resistors to terminate the open-collector PS/2 clock and data lines. No pullups are included in the reference design on the device side of the PS/2 interface.

Figure 1. Row/Column Port Configuration

Figure 1. Hardware Implementation
Firmware Implementation

The reference firmware supports both the USB and PS/2 interfaces. For each interface, the firmware can be conceptually divided into the following sections: host command processing, scan code conversion, and keyboard matrix scanning. Of these tasks, the keyboard matrix scanning is common to both interfaces and, as such, is organized as a set of callable functions which scan the keyboard and return interface-independent information about the state of the keys. The information regarding the key states must be uniquely converted to the proper format for each interface (scan code conversion) prior to transmission to the host. In addition, both interfaces require support for interface-specific host commands that configure the keyboard; for USB, this includes enumeration and setup, and for PS/2, this includes such commands as selecting the scan set, selecting the key repeat rate and delay (typematic functionality), and enabling/disabling scanning.

Code Organization

The supplied reference firmware supports four variants: a usb keyboard, a ps2 keyboard, a usb/ps2 dual-interface keyboard, and a usb with slave mouse/ps2 dual-interface keyboard (refer to the readme.txt in the reference firmware distribution for detailed instructions on building each variant). Code for the usb-only and ps2-only implementations is less than 4k in size. However, the code size for both dual-interface implementations is larger than 4K; this places a constraint on the organization of the firmware due to the microcontroller’s restriction that code residing in the upper 4K of memory cannot call routines residing in the lower 4K (the reverse, however, is possible). To effectively circumvent this limitation, the main control loop and host command processing modules for both USB and PS/2 reside in the lower 4K of ROM, while the subroutines that these modules invoke (keyboard scanning, scan code conversion) are placed in the upper 4K.

In addition, ISRs for both interfaces reside in the lower 4K in accordance with the hardware interrupt support provided by the microcontroller.

Since the dual-interface firmware detects the type of interface (USB or PS/2) dynamically upon power-up (which commences when the keyboard is plugged into the computer, or the computer itself is turned on), the USB-specific firmware and PS/2 specific firmware never run simultaneously. Thus, static variable assignment and other RAM usage for the two separate host interface firmware modules can overlap, reducing overall RAM requirements. Since the keyboard matrix scanning routines are utilized in both USB and PS/2 situations, the RAM associated with this task cannot be shared with other functions and is statically allocated in its own area of RAM.

In normal operation, the control flow is roughly the same for both USB and PS/2 interfaces, although their modules remain entirely distinct. After power-up housekeeping is performed and the keyboard scanning is enabled, the firmware enters a loop, from which it periodically invokes the keyboard matrix scanning subroutine. The key-scan module converts row/column key information to generic key numbers, which are in turn converted by scan-code conversion modules to the required scan codes for the currently active host interface. A separate scan-code conversion module exists for each scan-set required, and the key-scan module invokes the scan-code conversion module corresponding to the currently-selected host scan set (e.g., USB, PS/2 Scan Set 1, PS/2 Scan Set 2 or PS/2 Scan Set 3). USB supports only one scan set, while PS/2 supports three separate host-selectable scan sets. When the keyboard matrix scanning subroutine returns, the converted key press information just collected by the scan conversion code can be transmitted to the host from the main loop.

Auto-Interface Mode

The dual-interface keyboard determines upon power-up whether it is attached to a USB or PS/2 interface. This is accomplished as follows.

Upon detecting power, the microcontroller implements a 128mS delay, after which code execution begins at the Reset vector. The firmware sets the D+/D- lines to Hi-Z, leaves the USB pullup resistor disconnected from the D- lines, then institutes an additional delay of 10mS. With the D+/D- lines in Hi-Z, the 15K-ohm pulldown resistors on a USB host will cause both lines to be pulled to GND (disconnected). If the interface is PS/2, the idle-state pullup resistors on the PS/2 host will cause both lines to be pulled to Vcc.

The host determination is complicated somewhat by the fact that a PS/2 host will often times place the port in an inhibit state by holding the PS/2 clock line low. Unless the host is attempting to transmit data, however, the data line will still be pulled
The D+/D- lines are then polled approximately every 2uS for a duration of 1mS. If, on any four consecutive samples, either or both of the D+ or D- lines are sampled as non-zero, the interface is determined to be PS/2. Otherwise (both D+ and D- remain low), the D- pullup is engaged by enabling Q1, causing a USB connect condition. The firmware then delays 10uS longer, and examines the lines once again to verify that the connect condition (D+ low, D- high) persists on the lines. If so, the interface is determined to be USB. If not, the connect resistor is disconnected from D-, and the host is assumed to be a PS/2 interface which happens to be driving both Clock and Data. See Figure XX.

**USB Interface**

All USB Human Interface Device (HID) class applications such as a keyboard, follow the same USB start-up procedure. The procedure is as follows (see Figure 9.)

**Figure 2. USB Start-Up Procedure**

---

*Device Plug-in (Power On Reset)*

The USB device is powered when it is connected to the bus. The pull-up resistor on D– notifies the hub that a low-speed (1.5 Mbps) device has just been connected. Program execution begins at address 0 (see Figure 10).

**Figure 2. Power On Reset**

*Bus Reset*

The host recognizes the presence of a new USB device and resets it (see Figure 11).

**Figure 2. Bus Reset ISR**

- Enable device address 0
- Enable 1ms Timer Interrupt
- Enable End Point 0 to respond

*Enumeration*

The host sends a SETUP packet followed by IN packets to read the device description from default address 0. When the description is received, the host assigns a new USB address to the device. The device begins responding to communication with the newly assigned address. The host then asks for the device descriptor, configuration descriptor and HID report descriptor. The descriptors hold the information about the device. They will be discussed in detail below. Using the information returned from the device, the host now knows the number of data endpoints supported by the device (in a USB keyboard, there is only one data endpoint). The host will issue a Set Configuration with a value of 1. At this point, the process of enumeration is completed. See Figures 12, 13, and 14.

- Endpoint 0 ISR
• Responds to SETUP packet according to the parsing structure

Data Acquisition/Transfer

The firmware periodically writes scan patterns to the scan matrix columns, and reads the row result to determine which keys are pressed. The scan codes of the keys pressed are sent to the host using endpoint 1 (see Figure 15). When the host issues IN packets to retrieve data from the device, the device returns eight bytes of data. These eight bytes hold the keyboard control data (see Figure 16). Usage codes for each key can be found in Appendix A.3 of the Device Class Definition for Human Interface Devices (HID). When one of the LED buttons (i.e. Num Lock, Caps Lock, Scroll Lock) are pressed or released, the host issues a SETUP packet with a Set_Report request through the control pipe to End Point 0, followed by an OUT packet with 1 Data byte indicating which LED should be on or off (see Figure 17.)

Figure 2. USB Standard Request Parsing Structure

Figure 2. USB HID Class Request Parsing Structure

Data Acquisition/Transfer

The firmware periodically writes scan patterns to the scan matrix columns, and reads the row result to determine which keys are pressed. The scan codes of the keys pressed are sent to the host using endpoint 1 (see Figure 15). When the host issues IN packets to retrieve data from the device, the device returns eight bytes of data. These eight bytes hold the keyboard control data (see Figure 16). Usage codes for each key can be found in Appendix A.3 of the Device Class Definition for Human Interface Devices (HID). When one of the LED buttons (i.e. Num Lock, Caps Lock, Scroll Lock) are pressed or released, the host issues a SETUP packet with a Set_Report request through the control pipe to End Point 0, followed by an OUT packet with 1 Data byte indicating which LED should be on or off (see Figure 17.)

Figure 2. Endpoint 1 Interrupt Service Routine

| Byte 7 - Key 6 |
| Byte 6 - Key 5 |
| Byte 5 - Key 4 |
| Byte 4 - Key 3 |
| Byte 3 - Key 2 |
| Byte 2 - Key 1 |
| Byte 1 - Reserved |
The byte order and bit field positions are defined by the HID report descriptor (discussed below), and are also consistent with the Boot Protocol requirements for legacy systems.

USB Descriptors

As stated earlier, the USB descriptors hold information about the device. There are several types of descriptors, which will be discussed in detail below. All descriptors have certain characteristics in common. Byte 0 is always the descriptor length in bytes and Byte 1 is always the descriptor type. Details of these two bytes will be omitted from the following descriptions. The rest of the descriptor structure is dependent on the descriptor type. An example of each descriptor will be given.

Device Descriptor

This is the first descriptor the host requests from the device. It contains important information about the device. The size of this descriptor is 18 bytes. A list follows:

- USB Specification release number in binary-coded decimal (BCD) (2 bytes)
- Device class (1 byte)
- Device subclass (1 byte)
- Device protocol (1 byte)
- Max packet size for Endpoint 0 (1 byte)
- Vendor ID (2 bytes)
- Product ID (2 bytes)
- Device release number in BCD (2 bytes)
- Index of string describing Manufacturer (Optional) (1 byte)
- Index of string describing Product (Optional) (1 byte)
- Index of string containing serial number (Optional) (1 byte)
- Number of configurations for the device (1 byte)

Example of a device descriptor

Descriptor Length (18 bytes)
Descriptor Type (Device)
Complies to USB Spec Release (1.00)
Class Code (insert code)
Subclass Code (0)
Protocol (No specific protocol)
Max Packet Size for endpt 0 (8 bytes)
Vendor ID (Cypress)
Product ID (USB Keyboard)
Device Release Number (1.03)
String Describing Vendor (None)
String Describing Product (None)
String for Serial Number (None)
Possible Configurations (1)
Configuration Descriptor

The configuration descriptor is 9 bytes in length and gives the configuration information for the device. It is possible to have more than one configuration for each device. When the host requests a configuration descriptor, it will continue to read these descriptors until all configurations have been received. A list of the structure follows:

- Total length of the data returned for this configuration (2 bytes)
- Number of interfaces for this configuration (1 byte)
- Value used to address this configuration (1 byte)
- Index of string describing this configuration (Optional) (1 byte)
- Attributes bitmap describing configuration characteristics (1 byte)
- Maximum power the device will consume from the bus (1 byte)

Example of configuration descriptor

Descriptor Length (9 bytes)
Descriptor Type (Configuration)
Total Data Length (34 bytes)
Interfaces Supported (1)
Configuration Value (1)
String Describing this Config (None)
Config Attributes (Bus powered)
Max Bus Power Consumption (100mA)

Interface Descriptor

The interface descriptor is 9 bytes long and describes the interface of each device. It is possible to have more than one interface for each device. This descriptor is set up as follows:

- Number of this interface (1 byte)
- Value used to select alternate setting for this interface (1 byte)
- Number of endpoints used by this interface. If this number is zero, only endpoint 0 is used by this interface (1 byte)
- Class code (1 byte)
- Subclass code (1 byte)
- Protocol code (1 byte)
- Index of string describing this interface (1 byte)

Example of interface descriptor

Descriptor Length (9 bytes)
Descriptor Type (Interface)
Interface Number (0)
Alternate Setting (0)
Number of Endpoints (1)
Class Code (insert code)
Subclass Code (0)
Protocol (No specific protocol)
String Describing Interface (None)

HID (Class) Descriptor

The class descriptor tells the host about the class of the device. In this case, the device falls in the human interface device (HID) class. This descriptor is 9 bytes in length and is set up as follows:

- Class release number in BCD (2 bytes)
- Localized country code (1 byte)
- Number of HID class descriptor to follow (1 byte)
- Report descriptor type (1 byte)
- Total length of report descriptor in bytes (2 bytes)

Example of HID class descriptor

Descriptor Length (9 bytes)
Descriptor Type (HID Class)
HID Class Release Number (1.00)
Localized Country Code (USA)
Number of Descriptors (1)
Report Descriptor Type (HID)
Report Descriptor Length (63 bytes)
**Endpoint Descriptor**

The endpoint descriptor describes each endpoint, including the attributes and the address of each endpoint. It is possible to have more than one endpoint for each interface. This descriptor is 7 bytes long and is set up as follows:

- Endpoint address (1 byte)
- Endpoint attributes. Describes transfer type (1 byte)
- Maximum packet size this endpoint is capable of transferring (2 bytes)
- Time interval at which this endpoint will be polled for data (1 byte)

Example of endpoint descriptor

- Descriptor Length (7 bytes)
- Descriptor Type (Endpoint)
- Endpoint Address (IN, Endpoint 1)
- Attributes (Interrupt)
- Maximum Packet Size (8 bytes)
- Polling Interval (10 ms)

**Report Descriptor**

This is the most complicated descriptor in USB. There is no set structure. It is more like a computer language that describes the format of the device’s data in detail. This descriptor is used to define the structure of the data returned to the host as well as to tell the host what to do with that data. An example of a report descriptor can be found below.

A report descriptor must contain the following items: Input (or Output or Feature), Usage, Usage Page, Logical Minimum, Logical Maximum, Report size, and Report Count. These are all necessary to describe the device’s data.

Example of report descriptor

- Usage Page (Generic Desktop)
- Usage (Keyboard)
- Collection (Application)
  - Usage Page (key codes)
  - Usage Minimum (224)
  - Usage Maximum (231)
  - Logical Minimum (0)
  - Logical Maximum (1)
  - Report Size (1)
  - Report Count (8); modifier byte
- Input (Data, Variable, Absolute)
  - Report Count (1)
  - Report Size (8)
  - Input (Constant); reserved byte
  - Report Count (5)
  - Report Size (1)
  - Usage Page (LEDs)
  - Usage Minimum (1)
  - Usage Maximum (5)
  - Output (Data, Variable, Absolute); LED report
  - Report Count (1)
  - Report Size (3)
  - Output (Constant); padding
  - Report Count (6)
  - Report Size (8)
  - Logical Minimum (0)
  - Logical Maximum (101)
  - Usage Page (key codes)
  - Usage Minimum (0)
  - Usage Maximum (101)
  - Input (Data, Array); key array (6)

End Collection

Input items are used to tell the host what type of data will be returned as input to the host for interpretation. These items describe attributes such as data vs. constant, variable vs. array, absolute vs. relative, etc.

Usages are the part of the descriptor that defines what should be done with the data that is returned to the host. From the example descriptor, Usage (Keyboard) tells the host that this is a keyboard device. There is also another kind of Usage tag
found in the example called a Usage Page. The reason for the Usage Page is that it is necessary to allow for more than 256 possible Usage tags. Usage Page tags are used as a second byte which allows for up to 65536 Usages.

Logical Minimum and Logical Maximum are used to bound the values that a device will return. For example, a keyboard that will return the values 0 to 101 for the scan code of each key press will have a Logical Minimum (0) and Logical Maximum (101). These are different from Physical Minimum and Physical Maximum. Physical boundaries give some meaning to the Logical boundaries. For example, a thermometer may have Logical boundaries of 0 to 999, but the Physical boundaries may be 32 to 212. In other words, the boundaries on the thermometer are 32 to 212 degrees Fahrenheit, but there are one thousand steps defined between the boundaries.

Report Size and Report Count define the structures that the data will be transferred in. Report Size gives the size of the structure in bits. Report Count defines how many structures will be used. In the example descriptor above, the lines Report Size (8) and Report Count (6) define a 6 byte key array for a keyboard.

Collection items are used to show a relationship between two or more sets of data. For example, a minimal keyboard can be described as a collection of four data items (Modifier byte, Reserved byte, LED report, and Key Array). End Collection items simply close the collection.

It is important to note that all examples given here are merely for clarification. They are not necessarily definitive solutions.

A more detailed description of all items discussed here as well as other descriptor issues can be found in the “Device Class Definition for Human Interface Devices (HID)” revision 1.0 and in the “Universal Serial Bus Specification” revision 1.0, chapter 9. Both of these documents can be found on the USB world wide web site at http://www.usb.org/.

**Functionality**

**Main Loop**

The main loop of the firmware (Figure 20) waits for the keyboard Scan Task to be scheduled by the 1 ms ISR (Figure 21), and then executes it. At the completion of the scan task, the main loop will check for global scanning errors, such as rollover errors or phantom-key errors, and will format an error report if either of these conditions are present (this report consists of a standard key report in which all 6 key array positions in the End Point 1 FIFO (bytes 2–7) will be loaded with usage code 01h). Reports, either key reports or error reports, are sent to the host via End Point 1 any time a report is requested. The host side software will repeat the key press until the release of the key, so that the device does not require a continuous report when no key status changes have occurred.

**Scan Task**

The USB Scan Task consists of a call to `usb_scan_keys`. This routine first calls the generic matrix scanning routine, which maintains an image of the state of the key matrix since the last time the routine was invoked. The matrix scanning routine compares the current state of the keys against the image by sequencing through the rows and columns of the matrix. As successive key state changes are detected, they are saved as the “current” state in the image, and are also reported to the USB scan-conversion code via a subroutine call, with a generic key-code and state-change (up or down) as arguments. The scan-conversion code converts this generic key information into the appropriate USB usage codes, and places it in a USB-formatted buffer (discussed above) for eventual transmission to the host.

**Suspend/Resume/Remote Wakeup**

According to the USB Specification 1.0, a device has to go into suspend mode after 3 ms of no bus activity. The 1 ms ISR determines when this condition occurs (by reading the Bus Activity bit, bit 3, of the USB Status and Control Register, 1Fh) and sets the SUSPEND_FLAG accordingly. The main loop, upon detecting the assertion of this flag, suspends the microcontroller by setting bit 0 (the Run bit) and bit 3 (Suspend bit) of the Processor Status and Control Register (FFh). The microcontroller will resume operation if a GPIO interrupt occurs or bus activity resumes.

Prior to suspending the microcontroller, the firmware pulls down all the column port lines and enables a falling edge interrupt on all Port 2 lines (Row port). If any key is pressed while in the suspended state, one of the row lines will be pulled low and trigger a GPIO interrupt. The GPIO ISR causes the microcontroller to return from suspend mode, and send a resume signal (force a K state where D+ is high and D- is low for 10ms) to wake up the host (remote wake up).
**N-Key Rollover**

In the case where multiple keys are pressed and held down, only the last key pressed should be repeated. To accomplish this, the last key press is stored in the LastTx buffer and is sent again in a separate report to the host whenever a multiple key report is sent. Once the same key is released, a report notifying it of the release is sent to the host (all 6 key array positions are filled with 0's).

**Endpoint 2**

The usb reference firmware supports the implementation of the power, sleep, and wake keys, as defined in the USB HID specification and in Microsoft’s PC98 Keyboard Specification. These keys are reported to the host via an entirely separate descriptor structure reserved for power management events. In addition, the reference firmware includes optional support for a slave ps2 mouse, using another unique descriptor structure for mouse packets. Endpoint 2 is pressed into service to report both power management events and mouse data packets. These packets are distinguished by a unique report ID embedded in the packet itself, which identifies the content of the packet currently being transmitted. The structure of the data inside the packet, and the value of the report ID for each type of transmission, is entirely defined by the report descriptor for endpoint 2:
The above descriptor defines two types of packets that can be sent on endpoint 2: a 5-byte mouse packet consisting of a report ID (= 0x1), a single byte of button information, and a byte each of X, Y, and wheel data; and a 2-byte power management packet, consisting of a report ID (= 0x2) and a byte containing the current state of the power management keys:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bits 7-3</th>
<th>Bit 2</th>
<th>Bit 1</th>
<th>Bit 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unused</td>
<td>1 = wake key pressed</td>
<td>1 = sleep key pressed</td>
<td>1 = power key pressed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reference firmware enables endpoint 2 upon power-up. The power management keys are scanned every 4 msec along with other keys in the matrix. If power management keys are pressed, a 2-byte power management packet as described above will be transmitted to the host at that time. If no power events are recognized, the mouse (if one is connected, and if the firmware includes support for the mouse) is polled and its data is transmitted instead.

Note that the endpoint 2 descriptor allows for a mouse packet that includes optional “wheel”, or Z-axis. When the firmware detects the presence of a mouse, it interrogates the mouse to determine its type. If the mouse is not a 3D mouse, the “wheel” data in the packet is set to zero; otherwise, wheel data is transmitted in the appropriate byte.
Finally, to support boot protocol, the firmware will not transmit power key status on endpoint 2 when the boot protocol is selected via the host command; instead, it reverts to transmitting a standard 2-axis mouse packet without the packet id header: i.e., a three-byte packet consisting of button data, X, and Y coordinates. When report protocol is re-selected, the packet structure is as described above.

**Slave Mouse Support**

The usb portion of the reference firmware includes optional support for a slave ps2 mouse. The firmware uses 2 port pins to implement the clock/data interface to the mouse, reports data to the host via USB data endpoint 2. Commands to the mouse are initiated by the main loop of the reference firmware and are sequenced to completion by subsequent GPIO interrupts, which are generated by edge transitions of the mouse's clock line. During normal execution, the firmware places the ps2 mouse in polling mode (in which the mouse only transmits data packets upon request); at 4msec intervals the firmware solicits mouse data and places it in USB endpoint 2's data buffer for transmission to the host.

Slave mouse support is optional. The usb reference firmware, by default, makes calls to subroutines that implement the slave mouse interface. However, these calls can be "stubbed" and the slave mouse code removed. Two variants of the reference firmware (usb.asm and usbps2.asm) are examples of code that disables mouse support; usbsmps2.asm is an example of one that includes it.

To support the slave ps2 mouse, the usb reference firmware performs the following additional tasks, in addition to those already described for normal usb operation:

- **Support for mouse packet transmission on endpoint 2.** The report descriptor for endpoint 2 includes a mouse collection, so that the host will detect the presence of a mouse and poll for its data accordingly. This additional support is handled in the report descriptor tables and in the firmware that transmits the report descriptors to the host on the control endpoint (endpoint 0).

- **Support for bit-level serial communications to/from the mouse.** Serial communications are handled via a state machine implemented in the function `mouse_int`, which is invoked from the GPIO ISR each time the mouse clock line transitions to clock in or out the next bit of a transaction. `mouse_int` communicates the successful result of a data transfer to the main loop via a set of status flags and a 3-byte data buffer.

- **Support for mouse plug 'n play.** To insure that the ps2 mouse can be plugged/unplugged during operation, the firmware calls the function `MouseConnectTask` periodically from the main loop. This function maintains the connect state of the ps2 mouse by periodically verifying its operation. If the mouse is determined to be unplugged as a result of lost communication, this function issues reset commands to the mouse each time it is invoked, until it receives a valid response from the re-connected mouse. `MouseConnectTask` relies on the helper function `mouse_1ms_int`, which is called from the 1msec ISR to monitor the elapsed time between mouse transactions. If the mouse is unplugged in the middle of a transaction, this routine will flag a timeout, thus resetting the bit-level state machine in `mouse_int` so that a fresh command can be re-initiated.

- **Support for periodic data collection from the mouse.** The reference firmware calls the function `MouseTask` at 4 msec intervals, to solicit a data packet from the mouse. This received packet is placed in endpoint 2's data buffer for eventual transmission to the host.

- **Support for remote wakeup.** Any mouse movement or button press is required to wake up the keyboard from suspend (in addition to a key press from the keyboard itself or from the resumption of USB bus activity). To accomplish this, the firmware temporarily places the mouse in data mode by calling `mouse_suspend` prior to suspending the microcontroller. In this mode the mouse will automatically report data if its position or buttons change state. This unsolicited mouse activity will generate a GPIO interrupt, which in turn causes the microcontroller to wake up from suspend mode and resume operation. The firmware calls `mouseResume` to restore the mouse to data polling mode after returning from a suspend.

**PS/2 Interface Reference Firmware**

The PS/2 reference firmware is conceptually simple: all tasks are handled sequentially from a main loop. The 1msec ISR merely increments a count variable to generate gross delays and to time the period between successive keyboard scans. Since the USB D+ and D- lines are pressed into service as the PS/2 Clock and Data lines, rather than using GPIO lines, changing the drive state for bit transitions of the PS/2 clock and data must be accomplished by modifying the control bits in the USB Status and Control register. Remembering that the PS/2 clock and data are open-collector lines, the idle state of the PS/2 interface is a setting of ‘111’ in Control Bits 2–0 of this register, placing both lines at Hi-Z. Neither the clock nor data line are ever driven high. Each line is always either driven low or pulled high by the pullup resistors on the host. Driving
the clock line (corresponding to D+) low while floating the data line (corresponding to D-), for instance, would be accomplished with a setting of ‘110’ in Control Bits 2~0.

The PS/2 firmware can be be viewed as two layers: an interface layer and a command layer. The interface layer processes the bit-level transaction management between the host and the keyboard, and the command layer deals with the higher-level implementation of keyboard commands and responses. All PS/2 timing is generated from the keyboard, which is always the source of the PS/2 clock signal. Interface-layer transaction timing is based on instruction timing due to the high instruction-processing rate of the CY7C63413, code loops are used to generate the short delays required at the PS/2 bit transaction level, and an assembler macro _DELAY_ has been included to simplify the implementation of these delays. See Figures 24 and 25.

At the transaction level, a byte being received from or transmitted to the host computer is handled essentially without interruption. This is necessary due to the relatively narrow timing requirements at the bit-level interface of the PS/2. While the 1.28mS interrupt may be serviced within a PS/2 transaction, the ISR is kept sufficiently short that the overall interface timing requirements can still be met.

The PS/2 host interface command processor is integrated into the main loop. That is, when the keyboard is not being scanned, the firmware continually checks to see if the host is attempting to send a command. If so, it invokes the code that accepts and processes the command, returns any required responses, and returns to the main loop. A complete description of the PS/2 command set and functional requirements, including the parameter descriptions and the electrical timing specifications for the PS/2 interface is provided in the IBM document referenced at the beginning of this Application Note.
Functionality

Main Loop
After power-up housekeeping is performed, the main loop of the PS/2 firmware is entered. This loop invokes the keyboard scanning task at periodic (4msec) intervals and sends to the host any key presses that were detected, and also checks for the presence of a host command request. Command requests are honored immediately: the firmware receives and parses the command and invokes the proper subroutine to perform the command and return any required data to the host. See Figures 22 and 23.

Scan Task
The reference firmware scans the key matrix approximately once every 4mS. This timing is generated from the 1mS interrupt service routine, which increments a 1-msec count variable upon each invocation. On each pass through the Main Loop, the 1 msec count variable is checked and, if 4 ms has passed, a call to `ps2_scan_keys` is made and the 1-msec count variable is reinitialized to 0. Key presses and releases identified by the key-scan code are reported back to the PS/2 interface processing code by a call to the currently active scan-code conversion routine. The PS/2 scan conversion routine converts the key information into the current scan (1, 2, or 3) code, and places the resultant key codes into a 16-element circular buffer. Some key changes generate key codes up to 8 bytes in length. If there is not enough room in the buffer for the entire code, the code for that key is discarded and a 1-byte overflow code is placed in the buffer instead. One element of the buffer is always reserved for this potential error code. After the matrix scanning routine completes, `ps2_scan_keys` will insert an overflow code in the key buffer if global key errors such as phantom keys (discussed below) are detected.

PS/2 Command Processing
On each pass through the main loop, the firmware calls function `ps2_get_byte` to check for the initiation of a transaction from the host. This is identified by a start condition, with the PS2 clock line high and the PS2 data line low. Upon recognition of the host transmit request, `ps2_get_byte` proceeds to complete the byte transaction with the host, receiving the new data byte, before returning to the main loop. The new byte is then passed off to the command processor `ps2_do_command`. Any additional parameter bytes associated with the command are then handled directly from the command processor by calls to `ps2_get_byte`.

Keyboard Scanning Details

Debounce
The mechanical switch properties of the key switches cause them to bounce after a key press. These bounces may be mistaken for actual key events. See Figure 18.

Figure 2. Key Switch Bounce
To solve this problem, all keys that are pressed or released have their code stored in a Debounce FIFO (the reference firmware uses a 6-element FIFO). This FIFO is transparently maintained within the generic key matrix scanning routine. As the routine executes, keys whose state has changed are searched for in the FIFO. If the key’s code is not already in the FIFO, it is placed there, indicating that this is the initial state change, either as the key was pressed or released. At the time the key is entered in the FIFO, a counter is initialized which is counted down on subsequent calls to the key matrix scanning routine and thus keeps track of how long the key has been in the FIFO. When the count is exhausted, the key is removed from the FIFO. Thus, a key’s code is present in the FIFO from the time it is initially pressed, to some predetermined count (the debounce interval) afterwards. During this interval, key state changes for keys in the FIFO are considered to be caused by switch debounces, and are ignored.

The reference firmware uses a value of 3 for the debounce count when a key is initially depressed, and 1 when the key is released. Since the key matrix scanning interval is called every 4 msec, the debounce interval for key press is thus 12 msec, and for releases is 4 msec. In other words, any status change for 12 msec after a key is pressed, or 4 msec after a key is
released, is considered to be caused by switch bounces, and is disregarded. Different keyboards will have varying key switch sensitivity, and so these debounce times are declared as constants in the firmware to facilitate modification.

**Phantom Keys**

A phantom fourth key press (D) will be detected in a scan matrix if two keys (A and B) in the same column are pressed, along with a third key (C) pressed in the same row as A or B (see Figure 19). If this situation is detected, the global variable phantom_flag is set to 1, indicating that the current key matrix scan could not accurately determine the state of the keys. The interface-specific portions of the firmware use this flag to generate error condition information to the host.

![Figure 2. Phantom Key Situation](image)

**Customizing the Key Matrix Lookup Table**

The key matrix scanning routine converts the row and column intersection corresponding to a key location, into a unique and interface-independent 8-bit code, which is forwarded to the USB and PS/2 scan-conversion portions of the firmware. These codes closely follow the standard enumeration for a 101/104 key keyboard, with some extensions for newer keys such as Power, Sleep, and Wake. The key matrix routine uses a lookup table in the file matrix.asm, which must be customized for different matrix layouts. The lookup entries are organized to correspond to the key matrix positions from (row 0, col 0), (row 1, col 0),...,(row 7, col 0),(row 0, col 1),...,(row 7, col 1),...(row 0, col 15), (row 1, col 15),....(row 7, col 15).

For instance, if your key matrix layout places the “1” key at the intersection of row 0 and column 0, you would edit the lookup table in the file matrix.asm and place the constant AT101KB_01 (predefined in the file at101.inc to represent the “1” key) at the first position in the lookup, and so on for all the keys in your matrix.

The addition of an entirely new key to a matrix is more involved. For example, suppose you wanted to add a new function key, F13, to an existing key matrix. The following steps are necessary:

- Edit the file at101.inc and assign a new enumeration to the new key. Currently, the enumerations 1-132 and 135 are used, so add the line “ALT101KB_F13KEY EQU 133” to this file.
- Edit the file matrix.asm and add the newly defined mnemonic for the F13 key to the lookup, in the proper position as defined by the row and column that the new key will occupy in the physical layout of your scan matrix;
- Edit the file usbkey.asm, and at position 133 of the USB usage code lookup table, add the new usage code for your key;
- Edit the file ps2key.asm, and at position 133 of the scan code lookup tables (there are 3 of them), insert the new scan codes for your key. Note that some scan codes involve the generation of multibyte codes if additional keys are held down at the time the key is depressed. If your scan codes require additional make/break key codes prepended or appended to the base code (see scan codes for keys 75 to 90, for instance) you may have to add code to this module as well to generate these additional key codes.
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Conclusion
This Application Note, together with the hardware reference design and reference firmware (available from Cypress) provides a superset of the functionality necessary for the implementation of a USB, PS/2 or dual-interface keyboard using the Cypress CY7C63413 processor. The built-in USB functionality of the CY7C63413, combined with its fast instruction execution time and flexible I/O configuration make it an unbeatable choice for low-speed USB and dual-interface applications.